
Introduction
To the tutor, parents, caregiver or teacher

Year 4 Start Right Homework Workbook focuses on The New Zealand Curriculum Level Two. 
The New Zealand Curriculum Level Two typically relates to Year 3 and Year 4 students (7 year 
olds and 8 year olds).

The book has 40 Units of work (one for each week of the school year). Each Unit is based on a theme 
of interest to children. Units include activities in the Learning Areas of English, Mathematics, Science, 
Social Studies, Health, Technology and Art. English activities include reading skills (understanding, 
inferring, organising), writing exercises, grammar, punctuation, alphabet and dictionary, listening, 
viewing and presenting skills.

The abilities of Year 4 children can vary, so the exercises are for children to use independently or with 
some guidance.

The content is primarily designed to support and consolidate classroom teaching. It is hoped that 
the exercises will motivate and encourage further independent learning and research. The book will 
provide opportunities for discussion about learning between parents and children. Teachers will find 
the units useful to support topics introduced during the year. The answers are at the back of the book 
so the work can be marked at home.

This 2010 Edition was updated to The New Zealand Curriculum by Raymond Huber.

Raymond Huber, Dunedin
September, 2010
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Unit 1 tHE BEACH
Reading – making inferences
Find out which towel belongs to each cousin by reading the descriptions 
below. Write the correct name under each towel, then colour it in.

1.    2.     3.     4.    5.    6.  

• Tui’s towel has a blue background with orange fish and green 
seaweed.

• Kim’s towel also has a blue background and bright red flowers.

• Ben loves his red “LOVE THE BEACH” towel.

• The green towel with two bright yellow zigzags belongs to Kyla.

• Lee hates her towel with black and yellow stripes.

• The towel with purple and orange waves belongs to Zac.

Word skills – homophones  
Homophones are words that sound the same
but have different meanings and spellings.

1. Circle the word with the correct spelling for 
each sentence below.

 a. Zac loves going to the (beech/beach).

 b. He loves to feel the sand between his (toes/tows).

 c. Zac’s big sister always tells him to (where/wear) a sun hat.

 d. Zac’s sister is wearing her new (pear/pair) of sunglasses.
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Unit 1 The beach

2. Draw lines to match the homophones with their meanings.

a. flower i. used to make bread

b. flour ii. a part of anything

c. piece iii. a story

d. peace iv. part of an animal

e. tail v. opposite of war

f. tale vi. part of a plant

Handwriting

P
en

cil trace

 Complete these lines by copying the letters.

Spelling
1. Make words that rhyme with beach using the letters below. The first 

is done for you.

 t   fr    g   r    d   p   bl   m   pr   h 

 a.  teach  b.  each  c.  each  d.  each  e.  each  f.  each

2. Use two of the words you made to make sentences.

 a. 

 b. 

Maths – addition 
The children collected shells and polished stones.

Lee found twelve shells  12
and fifteen stones. +15 
She collected twenty-seven items.  27
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Unit 5 FAiRYtALES
Reading – understanding language features

These fairytales have been written as newspaper headlines. Draw a line 
to match each headline with the correct fairytale.

Fairytale  Headline
Cinderella Child Burglar Found in Bears’ House

Hansel and Gretel Man Searches for Owner of Glass Shoe

Three Little Pigs Boy Chops Down Giant Vegetable Vine

Snow White Two Children Eat Old Woman’s House

Jack and The Beanstalk Poor Houses Destroyed in Big Wind

Goldilocks Short Men Care for Lost Girl

Punctuation – speech marks
Speech marks (“”) are used to show words that somebody speaks.

Write speech marks around the words spoken by these fairytale 
characters. The first one has been done for you.

1. “Nibble nibble at my house,” said the witch. 

2. Let me in little pig, said the wicked wolf.

3. Not by the hair of my chinny-chin, said the pig.

4. All the better to eat you with, growled the wolf.

5. Who’s been eating my porridge? shouted Pappa 
Bear.
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Spelling – qu
The letter q is followed by u at the start of a word. Write these words 
into the story: quack, queen, quest, quick, quiet.

There was once a wicked q  who was on a q  to

find a magic duck. She looked high and low and finally heard a tiny

q . The sound was very q , but she found the duck 

hiding. Luckily the duck was too q , and it escaped.

Handwriting
Copy this sentence.

Maths – magic squares
The numbers in each line must add to the same sum, across, down and 
diagonally.

1. The numbers in each line
add to 9. 
For example, 1 + 6 + 2 = 9

1

6 3

2 5

2. The numbers in each line add to 21.

4

7

10 11SAMPLE 
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Unit 13 tHE GiAnt PAnDA
Reading – organising information

Read about the panda and fill in the file.

The giant panda is one of the 
rarest animals in the world. 
They are found in the mountain 
bamboo forests of China where 
it’s cool and damp. Giant pandas 
can live in the wild for up to 12 
years.

They are famous for their love of 
bamboo, but pandas eat other 
things as well. Their diet includes 
grass, roots, bulbs, and even fish 
and small rats.

When fully grown, they can be 
up to 1.7 m tall when standing 
on their back legs. Adult males 
weigh about 150 kg, and females 
120 kg.

‘Panda bear’ or ‘Bamboo bear’ 
are their common names. The 
scientific name is Ailuropoda 
melanoleuca. The Chinese call 
them ‘bei-shung’, which means 
white bear.

Giant panda file
Scientific name

Chinese name

Height

Weight (male)

Weight (female)

Lifespan in the wild

Country of origin

Favourite foodSAMPLE 
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Word skills – synonyms
Synonyms are words that mean the same thing. For example, small 
and little.

Join the synonyms below with a line.

giant wrongly back (legs) adult famous cool

hind huge incorrectly well-known chilly grown-up

 Spelling – sounds
The letter g has two sounds. A soft g sound is like the letter j. For 
example, giant. A hard g sound is found in the word good.

Circle the soft g sounds and underline the hard g sounds:

giant         girl         goat         giggle         ginger         George         hug

Maths – measurement
1. Here are the heights and weights of giant pandas. Write them in the 

correct order from lightest to heaviest, and from shortest to tallest.

 a. 102 kg, 139 kg, 117 kg, 91 kg, 111 kg

  

 b. 53 kg, 145 kg, 77 kg, 108 kg, 107 kg

  

 c. 1.00 m, 1.60 m, 1.40 m, 1.10 m, 1.70 m

  

2. Using the measurements above, write these numbers:

 a. Heaviest panda 

 b. Shortest panda 

 c. Lightest panda 

 d. Tallest panda 
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Unit 17 SPACE
Reading – definitions
There are billions of stars in the universe. When a star explodes it 
is called a supernova. In the space between the stars are nebulas. 
These are huge clouds of gas and dust. A planet is a world that moves 
around a star. The Sun has eight main planets around it. Astronauts 
are people who go into space to find out more about the universe. 
A space station is a structure where astronauts can live and work in 
space. It goes around the Earth.

docking
module

Soyuz

Mir living
quarters

solar panel

astrophysics
laboratory

Progress space
vehicle

Write what these words mean:

Space word Meaning

Supernova

Nebula

Planet

Astronaut

Space Station

Handwriting
Copy this sentence.
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Punctuation – capital letters
Capital letters are always used at the start of a sentence and for names 
of people and places.

Rewrite these sentences using capital letters in the correct places:

1. a man named neil armstrong was the first person to walk on the moon.

 

 

2. the first dog in space was called laika. 

 

 

3. the planet named mars is dusty and windy.

 

 

4. there is a huge space telescope in the town of tekapo.

 

 

Spelling – compound words
Compound words are made by joining two words to make a new one.

Join sun to the words in the list to make new sun words.
The first one has been done for you.    

 shine   hat   burn   spot   cream   set   glasses 

sunshine

Use a dictionary to find some more sun words:
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Unit 19 COLD AnD HOt
Reading – making inferences
The Giant
The White Giant lived in a land of ice, where it was always winter and 
never summer. Everything he touched turned to ice. The people got 
sick of being so cold and they sent for Jack the Giant-Killer.

Jack went to see the White Giant in his frozen castle and knocked on 
the door.      

“What do you want, pipsqueak?” asked the 
giant.

“I have a secret,” said Jack, and he whispered 
in the giant’s ear. The White Giant screamed 
and ran away to Antarctica. The ice melted and 
the flowers returned to the land.

What did Jack whisper to the giant? 
He told him, “I have chickenpox.”

1. Why did the people get sick of the giant? 

2. What does pipsqueak mean? 

3. Why did the giant go to Antarctica? 

4. Why did the flowers grow again? 

5. What would be a better title for this story? 

Handwriting
Put the writing on the signs using all capital letters.

ice no entry road closed
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Unit 1 the beach
Reading – making inferences (page 1)

1. Zac 2. Kyla 3. Ben 4. Tui 5. Kim 6. Lee

Word skills – homophones (page 1)

1. a. beach b. toes c. wear d. pair

2. a. vi. b. i. c. ii. d. v. e. iv. f. iii.

Spelling (page 2)
1. bleach, peach, preach, reach.

Maths – addition (page 2)

1. a. 25 b. 28 c. 34 d. 29 e. 38

2. a. Tui b. Ben c. 34 + 25 = 59 d. 34 + 38 = 72

Health – safety in the Sun (page 3)
1. Slip on your T-shirt.
 Slop on some sunscreen. 
 Slap on a hat. 
 Wrap on your sunglasses.

2. a. Play in the shade.

 b. Wear clothing to cover up.

 c. Use sunscreen on uncovered skin. 

 d. Wear a hat.

Unit 2 Dogs

Reading – identifying facts (page 4)

1. About 800. 2. Small and fast. 3. Smell. 4. Five.

Grammar – pronouns (page 5)

1. he 2. He, he 3. him, he, his 4. he

Spelling (page 5)
frog, blog, flog, smog, clog

A
n

s
w

e
r

s
Maths – directions (page 6)

Start

Forest

Lake

Sandhills
Playground

Picnic area

Bone

North

South

West East

Famous dogs (page 6)

H S A Y T M U Y Z S

U B C S X L S K N J

C A L O O W N K B U

K Z I C O E O J E V

L B F D N B W I E P

E M F G O E Y H T L

B L O T F N H D H U

E C R S G J G I O T

R D D R F I P Q V O

R R E L A S S I E N

Y P Q D O G W X N D

Unit 3 Vehicles
Reading (page 7)
3500 BC:  The oldest known wheels that have been found date from 

about 3500 bc.

1885: Benz invented the first motor car in 1885.

Today: Cars today can also run on electricity or gas.

Grammar – verbs (page 7)
Water out of tap picture: flow trickle gush 
Car picture: speed zoom crash 
Horse picture: gallop canter trot
Person’s feet picture: run jog skip 
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Spelling – crossword (page 8)

V A

E

1

6

7

2 3

4

5
R

O

P

L

A

N

B

I

C

Y

T

R

U

C

F

E

R

R

Y

C

L

E

E

RT I

ROT

IXA

M Y L

K

N

N

Maths – addition (page 9)

1. 18 2. 19 3. 20 4. 14 5. 15 6. 19 7. 13 8. 12

Wheels (page 9)

2. 16 3. 24 4. 32

Technology – car parts (page 10)
Steering wheel  – this part makes the wheels turn the car.

Rear-view mirror –  a part near the windscreen which lets the driver see 
what is behind.

Seatbelt – this safety part must be worn when a car is moving.
Indicator – used to signal a change of direction.
Speedometer – this shows how fast a car is travelling.

Unit 4 Letters
Reading – understanding language features (page 11)
1. 16 June 2010     2.   37 Darling St, Dunedin     3.   Writing books

4. Talked about her job, read a book, taught children how to write poetry.

5. When Jack jumped out.

Word skills – alphabet (page 12)

1. I 2. V 3. I 4. S 5. F

Spelling – alphabetical order (page 12)
box, envelope, letter, mail, postie, stamp

Maths – division (page 13)
1. G 2. ICDK 3. PAT

Unit 5 Fairytales
Reading – understanding language features (page 14)
Cinderella  – Man Searches for Owner of Glass Shoe

Hansel and Gretel – Two Children Eat Old Woman’s House

Three Little Pigs – Poor Houses Destroyed in Big Wind

Snow White – Short Men Care for Lost Girl

Jack and The Beanstalk – Boy Chops Down Giant Vegetable Vine

Goldilocks – Child Burglar Found in Bears’ House

Punctuation – speech marks (page 14)
2. “Let me in little pig,“ said the wicked wolf.

3. “Not by the hair of my chinny-chin,“ said the pig.

4. “All the better to eat you with,“ growled the wolf.

5. “Who’s been eating my porridge?“ shouted Pappa Bear.

Spelling – qu (page 15)

queen quest quack quiet quick

Maths – magic squares (page 15)

1. 1 4 4

6 3 0

2 2 5

2. 3 14 4

8 7 6

10 0 11

Unit 6 new Zealand trees
Reading – identifying facts (page 17)

1. kowhai 2. kawakawa 3. rimu 4. miro 5. lancewood/horoeka
6. lacebark/houhere
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